Abstract : We propose a semi-automatic method using the information extraction (IE) techniques for facilitating the generation of ontology-based annotations for scientific articles. Furthermore, we evaluate and discuss our method by applying it to the annotation of textual corpus provided by biologists working in the biochip domain. Finally, we argue that ontology-based semantic annotation can improve information retrieval.
Introduction
The documents published on the Web represent a very important source of knowledge. This knowledge is essential for checking, validating and enriching of a research work. It is the case of research in the domain of molecular biology and more particularly in the domain of DNA-microarray experiments. These DNA-microarray experiments that can assess tens of thousands of genes simultaneously provide a huge amount of information: for example, information about the roles played by particular genes in drug sensitivity, the effects of drugs on gene expression and the effects of genetic mutations on sensitivity and response [24] . These experiments present difficulties for a biologist, in particular when s/he validates and interprets the obtained results. First, using a classic search engine, s/he has to search in document bases or genetic data bases using keywords corresponding to genes and the biological phenomenon studied, documents which argue, confirm or invalidate his/her hypotheses, then s/he must analyse the documents found in order to identify relevant knowledge. Semantic Web [2] techniques can facilitate this task of information retrieval: it can be carried out by associating to each document a semantic annotation based on an ontology describing the domain. This annotation will then describe the semantic contents of the documents. In the case of DNA-microarray experiments, the relevant information is: the type of genes intervening in the experiment described by the article and the interactions that can exist between these genes, and cellular components or biological processes. In spite of its advantages, the creation of a semantic annotation is a difficult and expensive process (time, people...) for the biologists. The automatic information extraction from texts can thus be an alternative for the generation of these annotations. In the framework of a collaborative project with biologists working on DNA-microarray experiments at IPMC 1 (l'Institut de Pharmacologie Moléculaire et Cellulaire), our work consists of assisting them in their experiments and facilitating their validation and interpretation of the obtained results. Since this phase of validation is based on information retrieval, our approach rests on the semi-automatic generation of semantic annotations for scientific articles in the DNA-microarray domain. These articles can come from internal sources such as specific documentation databases for each biologist or from external sources such as on line documentation databases (e.g. Medline ). Thus, we developed a method which, starting from a text written by a biologist (e.g. scientific articles), allows generating a structured semantic annotation, based on a domain ontology, and describing the semantic contents of this text. These annotations can, in turn, be used for retrieving the relevant documents for biologists who want to validate their experimental results.
Background work

Ontology-based semantic annotation
The goal of the Semantic Web is to structure the contents of the Web and allow machines to process these contents and to reason on the knowledge represented in the Web pages in particular to facilitate navigation and information retrieval for humans. One of the most important layers in the architecture of the semantic Web is hence the knowledge representation layer, as it provides formal grounding for representing the semantics of the information and documents on the web. Formal semantics are commonly embedded in ontologies. Defined by [10] as a specification of a conceptualization, an ontology comprises a set of concepts describing a domain and a set of relationships between these concepts. In the semantic web context, these ontologies are used to annotate the domain resources (persons, documents …). In addition to simple information such as the title and the authors, a "semantic" annotation provides a more precise description of the knowledge contained in the document and its semantics in the domain. A semantic annotation must be well defined, easy to understand by the domain experts and not ambiguous. To fulfill these requirements, a semantic annotation should be based on a formal model of the domain. The formalization of the annotation scheme using the ontological hierarchy, enables annotators to choose the appropriate level of annotation detail, helps to constrain its structure, to diminish ambiguity and to reduce errors in the annotation process. In addition, the fact that annotation is based on an ontology leads to use standard formalisms such as RDF [13] or OWL [15] which allow the reuse of these annotations by different annotation tools and search engines.
Ontologies in the biomedical domain
In medicine and biology, exhaustive domain ontologies have been developed and are constantly incorporating new pieces of knowledge. Among them, let us cite, the Gene Ontology [1] , GalenT P 2 P T (General Architecture for Language and Nomenclatures), Menelas [25] . These ontologies are used as the initial knowledge base of semantic retrieval system and provide a good basis for the development of Semantic Web applications for medicine purposes. To facilitate the navigation and the use of these different sources, the U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM) initiated in 1986 the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) project. Its goal is to help health professionals and researchers to use biomedical information from a variety of different sources [14] . The UMLS consists of: − UMLS Metathesaurus: This repository collects millions of terms belonging to the most important nomenclatures and terminologies defined in the biomedical domain. − UMLS Semantic Network: it consists of 134 Semantic Types with 54 possible links between these types, and it represents a high-level abstraction from the UMLS Metathesaurus [18] . To describe the biochip domain which covers a great part of biomedicine domain (drugs, cells, genes, processes …), we chose UMLS. We considered the UMLS semantic network as a general ontology for the bio-medical domain: the hierarchy of semantic types can be considered as a hierarchy of concepts and the terms of the metathesaurus can be considered as instances of these concepts.
Description of our method
Motivations
Since our goal is to facilitate the information retrieval task for biologists, we wanted to know in which information the biologist would be interested in an article in order to be able to create relevant annotations. We thus studied how a biologist annotates a document, so we provided three biologists with the same articles and asked them to annotate them manually. This study revealed several common points between biologists annotations, even if the ways of annotating were different, the information selected by different biologists was almost the same. We noticed that the biologists underlined primarily the names of genes, substances or proteins studied, the biological phenomenon or the cellular functions treated as well as the verbs which describe a relation between these various elements. Example of sentence annotated by the three biologists: "KGF causes alveolar epithelial type II cell proliferation", this sentence identifies that a substance (KGF), is related to a certain type of cellular function (cell proliferation) with a causal relation (causes). By using the UMLS semantic network, this annotation can be represented by the graph below and translated towards any knowledge description formalism. Our work aim to automate the extraction of this kind of information and the generation of ontology-based semantic annotation to describe it.
Our method
We present here a method to generate semi-automatically semantic annotations on articles related to the biochip domain. The following figure describes the general architecture of the system MeatAnnot built using our method: Step 1: Term extraction
In this step we used two modules of GATE [8] (General Architecture for Text Engineering), the Tokeniser and the Postagger. The tokeniser splits text into simple tokens, such as numbers, punctuation, symbols, and words of different types (e.g. with an initial capital, all upper case, etc.), and the Postagger (we used TreeTagger 3 ) assigns a part-of-speech tag (verb, noun…) to each word or symbol. After tokenizing and tagging texts, we used an extraction window of size four (four successive words are considered as a candidate term). For each candidate term, if it exists in UMLS, we process the following word otherwise we decrease the size of the window till zero. To increase relevance of the extracted terms and decrease the execution time, we considered that a candidate term cannot begin with a verb, a stop-word (preposition, pronoun…) or a symbol.
3.2.2
Step 2: UMLS interrogation
To facilitate UMLS use, the U.S National Library of Medicine (NLM) has created the UMLSKS (KS: Knowledge server). This server provides access and navigation in the metathesaurus and the semantic network of UMLS. We used this server to validate our candidate terms. For each candidate term extracted, we send a query to UMLSKS, the answer received in XML format (if the term exists in umls) is parsed to obtain information about the term (its semantic type, its synonyms …).
3.2.3
Step 3: Relation extraction
In this step we used Syntex [4] to reveal the "verb syntagms" usually used by the authors of the scientific articles constituting the textual corpus. These verb syntagms can constitute potential relations between bio-medical concepts. Then, we used JAPE [8] , a language based on regular expressions and allowing writing information extraction grammar from texts processed by GATE. So, for each relation revealed by Syntex, we created manually an extraction grammar to extract all the instances of this relation as well as the concepts which are linked by this relation. Example of grammar:
{Tag.lemme == "play"} {SpaceToken} ({Token.string == "a"}| {Token.string == "an"})?
({SpaceToken})? ({Token.string == "vital"}| {Token.string == "important"}| {Token.string == "critical"}| {Token.string == "some"} | {Token.string == "unexpected"}| {Token.string == "multifaceted"}| {Token.string == "major"})? ({SpaceToken})? ({Tag.lemme == "role"} This grammar allows detection of instances of the semantic relation "Play a role" with its different lexical forms in the textual corpus.
3.2.4
Step 4: Annotation generation
In the goal of the extension of the web towards semantic web, several formalisms have emerged, like RDF(S), DAML-OIL and OWL to describe ontology and semantic annotations. In our approach, we chose RDF Schema to define the ontology and RDF to edit the annotations. We developed a script which allows automatic translation of the UMLS semantic network from its textual format to an RDFS ontology.
Using this ontology, we developed a graphical interface for collecting information provided by linguistic tools and presented them to user for validation. Then, an RDF annotation describing the validated infor-mation is generated automatically by our tool, associated to the studied article and stored in the directory containing the annotations of the other articles. The example below summarizes the process steps. Let us consider an article related to lung development and containing the sentence:
« H G F pla y s a n im p o rta n t ro le in lu ng de ve lop m e nt »
Information extracted from this sentence is: -HGF : instance of the "Amino Acid, Peptide, or Protein" concept of UMLS; -Lung development : instance of the "Organ or Tissue Function" concept of UMLS; -HGF play role lung development: instance of "play role" relationship between the two instances 'HGF' and 'lung development'. The RDF annotation generated is: 
Concepts instantiation
The corpus analysis by our tool Meat Annot enabled us to extract the majority of the UMLS terms from text. The few noticed exceptions are due, in general, to the orthography mistakes made by the authors of the articles, to the use of abbreviations and last, to the use of special characters such as Latin characters. Extracted terms are automatically linked to their concepts and then used for the generation of the annotation.
Relation instantiation
In this phase we used the grammars presented in section 3.2.3. For example, for the relation "Play role", the tool extracted 35 occurrences from the 49 appeared in the textual corpus. Our study of the corpus revealed that these errors are generally due linguistic variations in the text such as, in the sentence "the key role that endogenous KGF has been shown to play in wound healing in the skin". After extracting the relations, our tool detects terms linked to each instance of the relation to propose the adequate annotation. Three cases are dealt with in this phase: -Case 1: The terms detected at the left and the right of the relation belong to the UMLS metathesaurus, the annotation is automatically generated by linking each term to its concept and to the instance of the relation (see section 3.2.4). -Case 2: There is a conjunction of UMLS terms on the left and/or the right of the relation, for example: "KGF and HGF play role in pulmonary inflammation". The tool factorizes UMLS terms and generates annotations for each one: in the previous example, it generates two annotations for the sentences "KGF play role in pulmonary inflammation" and "HGF play role in pulmonary inflammation". -Case 3: there are no UMLS terms on the left and/or the right of the relation. The tool presents the sentence where the relation appeared and the user then indicates the terms linked to this relation (if they exist).
Coherence and consistency of the annotations
Our aim in this test phase was the verification of the coherence and the consistency of the generated annotation, so we used the semantic search engine CORESE [7] . This engine enables: -To load ontologies formalized in RDF Schema; -To load RDF annotations based on the ontology; -To process queries on the annotations as well as on the ontology. Basing ourselves on the observations which we have made on the working methods of biologists, we developed a scenario, where a biologist who made a biochip experiment to reveal amino acids (sequences of genes) intervening in the lung diseases, tries to validate the coherence of his results by retrieving articles related to this type of experiments. Thus, we loaded the UMLS ontology in CORESE and we processed this query on our generated annotations (see Fig2). Figure 2 shows the concepts hierarchy of the UMLS ontology on the left and a query which enables to find all articles expressing that a particular amino acid plays a role in the lung diseases on the right. This query requires domain ontology information about a "amino acid" whose name is "x" (any amino acid) and that plays a role in "diseases". The keyword-based retrieval methods cannot establish such a relation, they can only match the keywords "amino acid", "role" and "diseases" when the metadata descriptions of articles mention those keywords. In addition, this example shows that the use of the ontology-based semantic annotations with an engine like CORESE, allows the user to convert a natural language query into a precise semantic schema and thus increase the relevance of his results.
RELATED WORK
A number of annotation systems for generating semantic annotation exist. The most interesting of these are Artequakt [12] , MnM [23] and OntoMat. A commercial version of OntoMat is available as OntoAnnotate 4 . Artequakt is a project for the generation of personalized narrative biographies of artists from fragments of information extracted from web pages. It has three key components: knowledge extraction, information management, and biography construction. The knowledge extraction module uses GATE to extract named entities and instantiate ontology concepts, after that it submits queries to the ontology to obtain binary relation between extracted terms. To reduce linguistic variation between relations defined in the ontology and the extracted facts, Artequakt uses lexical chains (synonyms, hypernyms, and hyponyms) defined in WordNet. MnM and OntoMat are very similar. Both use the Amilcare [6] information extraction system which is designed to support active annotation of documents. To use Amilcare, the user has to manually annotate a training set of documents by ontology concepts. This training set is learned by Amilcare to generate extraction rules which can be used to extract information from text. In contrast with OntoMat, MnM can handle multiple ontologies in the same time. On the other hand OntoMat, stores annotated pages in DAML+OIL using OntoBrokerT 5
T . But, both differ from our system which uses linguistic analyses to extract information and does not support learning techniques. Among the systems listed above, MeatAnnot is similar to Artequakt in spirit. Both use GATE to extract information and try to identify relations between the concepts. However, while Artequakt extracts only named entities to instantiate concepts, populate ontology and generate biographies, Meat Annot attempts to extract all information concerning experiments (processes, diseases, protocols…) and provides an RDF annotation repository to facilitate information retrieval. Our method can also be compared with (a) work exploiting information extraction for the biology domain [22] (b) and with work on the generation of semantic annotations for the semantic web [11] . In the domain of article mining in biology, [20] proposes statistical techniques and machine-learning algorithms for discovering interactions among genes from article abstracts in biology in PubMed base. Our approach relying on linguistic tools differ from machine-learning-based approaches proposed by [3] [16] . Concerning automatic generation of RDF annotations, our approach differs from the approach presented in [5] that generalizes structured document annotations from an example of manual annotation. It also differs from [9] that offers generation of annotations consisting of concept instances, in order to enrich an ontology: our approach allows the generation of semantic annotations based not only on concept instances but also on relation instances. Relation extraction was studied by several researchers: in [19] , the CAMELEON method which allows the extraction of semantic relations between terms using markers; in [16] , after a learning phase on a textual corpus, rules for the extraction of relations between genes and proteins are generated; in [17] , the authors use a shallow parsing of local structures around verbs to extract gene-gene and protein-protein interactions.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a method to facilitate the generation of semantic annotation using ontology. The use of ontology-based semantic annotations improves the information retrieval [21] . Our aim is to facilitate the validation and the interpretation of DNA-microarray experiments results by using this method which was approved by IPMC biologists who found the generated annotations relevant. As a further work, the MeatAnnot prototype will be improved by (a) offering to users the possibility to add new concept instances which do not belong to the UMLS metathesaurus, (b) refining the extraction techniques, (c) developing heuristics which propose terms in the neighborhood of a relation in order to generate new instances not detected automatically. Finally, this method is generic, it is independent of: − Domain: it can be applied on any domain as soon as the domain description and needs are available; − NLP tools: the linguistic analysis is not complex and does not require a specific NLP tool; − Ontology: it can be based on any domain ontology.
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